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GENITIVE ABSOLUTE AND PLATONIC 
STYLE 

Ho 1 g er The s 1 e ff 

According to our grammars, the genitive absolute is a normal and neutral 
part of the mechanism of Greek language. It is true that it occurs in all periods 
of ancient Greek, from Homer down to Byzantine times, and apparently in 
most genres of style. Yet, apart from the fact that its external form ( concentr
ation, assonance, etc.) and its pregnant meaning make it liable to employ
ment for specific stylistic ends, there are great fluctuations in its frequency: it is 
preferably used in some types of context and avoided in others. This suggests 
that the GA is not, after all, stylistically neutral in itself- as neutral as, say, 
a possessive genitive or an sl clause. It may have inherent 'stylistic' overtones 
owing to the genres of style or the types of context in which it is normally 
used. 1 

E. H. SPIEKER 2 has made the following general observations on the occurr
ence of the GA: Poetry is on the whole more restrictive than prose. Homer 3, 

Hesiod and the elegists offer few examples. Pindar has 39 instances (8 of them 
doubtful). Sophocles has a total of 84 cases. Generally the frequency is low in 
drama, both in lyric and in trimeter parts. But Eur. Ale. (which has much 
narrative) has I 6 examples in trimeter, Med. 9 examples, Ba. only 3· Aristo
phanes has a total of some 88 cases. 4 Attic prose offers the highest percentages, 
and here, as later, the GA is particularly common in narrative. Thucydides, 
apparently like Herodotus, has an average rate of occurrence of about I ·5 per 

1 The most common classification of such generic shades of style in Greek is 'poetic', 'prosaic', 
'vulgar'. But in the case of the GA this classification is far too vague and general. For some 
notes on generic shades of style, see my Studies in the styles of Plato, Acta Philos. Fenn. 20, 
Helsinki 1967, esp. p. 27 f. 

2 On the so-called Genitive Absolute and its use especially in the Attic Orators, A.J.Ph. 
6, 1885, 310-343. The notes on the frequency (314-322) include information supplied by 
G1LDERSLEEVE, MILLER, and GooDELL. 

3 J. CLASSEN, Beobachtungen iiber den homerischen Sprachgebrauch,2 Frankfurt a.M. 
1879, 180-183, has counted 8o cases in Homer, doublets included. Cf. H. THESLEFF, Arctos 
N.S. 2, 1958, 187 ff. 

4 Cf. 34L 
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Teubner page. In Antiphon and Andokides I the rate is less than r, in the rest 
of the speeches of Andokides and in most of Lysias' speeches it is considerably 

more than I; but Lysias XIII, probably O\ving to its plain style, has a re

markably low frequency. Isokrates uses GA freely in XVI-XIX, but less in 

the most elaborated works. Aischines II has more GAs than I and Ill. Demo

sthenes has a very high frequency in XII and LV, but the spurious XIII and 

LX on the other hand show a very low frequency. Lykourgos has one third of 

the instances in the myth ofKodros. The frequency of GAin Plato is described 

as low, owing to the predominance of conversation and argun1entation; we 

shall return to him. Of the New Testan1ent authors, John has considerably 

less instances than the rest of the gospels. 

Thus, according to SPIEKER, the GA is mainly a narrative device which is 

not so much used in description or argumentation, nor in easy conversation. 

He infers1 that spoken language only employed brief GAs, and mostly fixed 

formulae. 
This picture has to be corrected on some points. It is true that historical 

narrative abounds in GA: e.g. Xen. HG., which is not included in SPIEKER's 

statistics, has an average of about 2 per Teubner page in narrative parts. Even 

the earliest extant piece of prose narrative, the Abu Simbel inscription (Ditt. 

Syll. 3 I, first half of the 6th century), has one instance. But plain story-telling 

and sin1ple 'mythic' narrative on the other hand appear to be rather restrictive. 

The brief fragments of the logographers of course offer no reliable basis for 

statistics, but it is perhaps significant that there are no examples of GAin Phe

erkydes of Syros,2 Akousilaos, Hekataios,3 and Charon, whereas Pherekydes 

of Athens and Hellanikos, whose style is somewhat n1ore sophisticated, have 

several examples each.4 The extensive mythic pastiche in Plato Prt.32oc-322d 
includes no narrative GA, whereas the brief 'historical' narrative of a naval 

battle scene in La.183d-r84a has three examples. It is true that the GA is 

quite common in the Aesopica, 5 but their linguistic form is late and the 

style is deliberately condensed. 

1 Cf. 339-342. B. L. GILDERSLEEVE, A.J.Ph. g, I888, I37- I 57, has some additional notes 
on the acflVOT'Y)~ sometimes produced by the GA. 

2 The end of Vors. 7 B 5 is not a direct quotation. - Cf. the low frequency of GAin Homer. 
3 Disregarding two instances in description, Hdt.2.7I and 73 (FGrH I F 324b). For the 

authenticity of these passages, see SAARA LILJA, Arctos N.S.5, I967, 8s-g6. 
4 Pherekydes of Athens, FGrH 3 F 20, 22, 35, 82; Hellanikos FGrH 4 F 59, 79b bis, I6ga bis. 

As to the stylistic differences in logographic prose, see SAARA LILJA, On the style of the earliest 
Greek prose, Commentationes Hum.Litt. Soc. Scient. Fenn. 41, 3, Helsinki Ig68, esp. p. g8- IOO. 

5 Cf. W. ScHMID, Gesch.d.gr. Lit. I, I, 679 n. IO. 
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In argumentation the GA is by no means as rare as SPIEKER seems to think.1 

Leaving aside the early instances, the GA is remarkably frequent e.g. in the 

fragments of Anaxagoras2 and Zenon of Elea, 3 but not very frequent in 
Hp.Aer. 4 There are many instances in the fragments of Hippokrates of Chios 
which, if authentic, are the earliest example of geometrical prose.5 In the 

orators it is easy to find argumentative passages with a high frequency of GA: 

chasing at random Isae. 3.45-51 (rather less than two Teubner pages), we 
can count in it four instances. - It may be noted in this connection that 
GAs are quite common in the condensed, systematic style of laws.6 

Pure description naturally has little occasion to use GA, whether temporal, 

causal, concessive, or hypothetical. Hence the prose of geographical or technical 
description (e.g. geographical fragments, Simon, Hp.Oss.) has a very low 
frequency of GA. 

Taking a somewhat closer view of the usage of comedy, one gets the impres
sion that the GA was decidedly avoided in easy conversation, even more so 

than SPIEKER's view implies. Ar.Ach. has the following instances: r g ( ovarJ~ 

>eveta~ ex>eArJata~, ceremonious formula), 183 (mock-ceremonious), 355 
(spov '{}t).ovro~, mock-solemn formula), 503 (~svcvv naeovrwv, ceremonious 

formula), 538 (in speech of Dikaiopolis), g84 (in cretics of the chorus), I 159 
(lyrics, hardly colloquial); in addition, with syntactic reference (cf. below 

p. r2o): 67 (sn!l EvfJvpivov~ aexovro~, administrative formula), 302 (aov ... 
).£yovro~ ... ovu axovaopat, colloquial, cf. 33 7), 54 7-554 (extensive 

Genitive absolute in Plato 
Table of statistics 

The 'late group' has been distinguished from the 'early and middle groups' and the spuria.7 -

In counting the instances of pure GA I have followed the same principles as SPIEKER (p. 320 
n. I): "Every case of a noun and an accompanying participle has been regarded as one ex
ample (including, of course, cases where the subject is omitted); 'vhere~ therefore, several 

1 His view is probably biased by his assumption that the G1-\ originated in a temporal 
genitive. In Arctos N.S. 2, I958, 187 ff. I have argued that the GA is predominantly ablative 
(separative) in origin and, consequently, that the causal shade of meaning is old. 

2 Vors. 59 B I, 4 (five instances, t\vice TOVTWV OVTW~ sx6vrwv), s, g, I3. 
3 Vors. 29 B 2, four instances. 
4 I have counted Ig instances, 8 of them in chapter 10. 
5 Simpl. CAG g, p. 6o-6o (printed in MARIA TIMPANARO CARDINI's Pitagorici, II, 42 ff.); 

note TOVTWV ovrw; sx6vrwv p. 6s his. If not authentic, the fragments reflect the style of Eude
mos whom Simplicius is quoting. 

6 In the Laws of Gortyn (BucK I IO) e.g. 2.49, I0.35, 12.26, apart from formulae such as 
5.2 nareoo o6vro~, I I ·49 nagt6Jrroc; TO ot:xaarfi. 

7 Cf. my Studies (above), 13-25. 
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participles accompany one noun, or vice versa, the whole has been treated as one example." 
Some allowance must be made of accidental omissions and subjectivity of judgment, especially 
regarding the question of 'syntactic reference'. - A Stephanus page and a consecutively 

printed Teubner page are approximately in the ratio of 5: 4· 

Number of Including .A.verage Number of Including Average 
pure GA instances with per IO pure GA instances with per IO 

synt.ref.1 S teph. pages synt.ref. Steph.pages 

Hp.Mi. 2 (7) I ( 5) Ti. I I I (I 30) I5 I8) 
Ion. 5 (I I) 4 ( g) Criti. I I (I 2) 7 8) 
La. g (I 5) 4- ( 6) Sph. 26 (29) 5 6) 
Cri. I4 (I 6) I 3 (I 5) Plt. 38 (47) 7 g) 
Ap. I4 (28) 6 (I I) Phlb. 22 (33) 4 6) 
Mx. I5 (I 8) IO (I 2) Ep.7 32 (4I) I I IS) 
Grg. 40 (72) 5 ( g) Lg. I 26 (30) IO I2) 
Men. Ig (25) 6 ( 8) II I2 ( I4) 5 6) 
Euthphr. 5 ( 8) 4 ( 6) III 26 (30) IO I I) 
Cra. 30 (36) 5 ( 6) IV IS (20) 7 IO) 
Ly. I I (Is) 6 ( 8) V 2I (23) IO I I) 
Chrm. I2 (23) 5 ( IO) VI 27 (2g) 8 g) 
Prt. 29 (42) 5 ( 8) VII 35 (36) IO IO) 
Euthd. IO ( I8) 3 ( 5) VIII 22 (24) IO I I) 
Phd. 45 (6g) 8 (II) IX 25 (30) g IO) 
Smp. 41 (6o) 8 (I2) X 20 (27) 8 ( 10) 
Prm. I8 (38) 5 ( IO) XI 22 (25) g (1o) 
Tht. 2I (44) 3 ( 6) XII Ig ( 2 I) 7 ( 8) 
Phdr. 45 (sg) 8 (I I) Epin. rg (20) IO ( IO) 
R. I 5 ( 8) 3 ( 4) 

II 8 (I 2) 3 ( 5) Just. 
III 7 ( IO) 3 ( 4) Virt. 
IV IO a (20) 5 ( 7) Hp.Ma. 9 (I 2) 4 s) 
V 19 (24) 6 ( 8) Hi pp. I ( 3) 4) 

VI I6 (23) 6 ( 8) Tlzg. 5 ( 7) 5 7) 
VII I2 ( 14) 5 ( 6) Ale. I 23 (27) 7 8) 

VIII 20 (24) 8 ( g) 2 9 (I 7) 7 13) 
IX 5 (I 2) 3 ( 6) A mat. 7 ( 8) IO I I) 
X I I (Is) 4 ( 6) Clit. 3 ( s) 6 I I) 

Sis. ( I) 2) 
Min. 2 ( 4) 2 ( 5) 
Erx. 6 ( 8) 4 ( 6) 
Ep.I 5 ( s) 

2 4 ( 5) 
3 IO (I I) 
4 2 ( 2) 
5 
6 2 3) 
8 g I I) 
g I I) 

IO 
I I ( 2) 
12 
I3 ( I) 

1 Cf. p. I2o. 
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descriptive list, perhaps colloquial style overdone), 894 (pathetic). Ar.Ra.: I 27 

(f3ov)wcl ... raxctav (se. oo6v) (JOt cpeaaw; - V~ iOJJ LJ{' w~ OJJiO~ ye Jl~ 

f3aotartuov, idiomatically colloquial, cf. below p. I23), 4I4 (lyr., hardly 
coli.), 8 I 5 ( 1 yr., non -coli.), 8 2 o (1 yr., non -coli.), I o62 (ana pests, hardly coiL), 
I I I I (lyr., with W~, possibly a colloquial phrase underlying), I499 (lyr., hardly 
coli.); with syntactic reference: 88 (apparently colloquial), 36I (anap., hardly 
coli.), 1028 (anap.), 1071 (anap.), 1085 (anap.), I I 18 (lyr., with W~, collo
quial). Men.Dysc.: I4-I5 bis (narrative of the prologue, hardly colloquial); 
with syntactic reference: 40 (prol., hardly coli.), 657 (pathetic). Thus it seems 
that instances of really absolute genitives, without overtones of literary or 
formal style, are extremely rare in comedy: no instance in Ar.Ach., one in Ra., 
and none in Men.Dysc. After all, was the GA ever productively current in 
colloquial Attic? 

It may be of some interest to see what support can be found in Plato to the 
suggestions made above. His wide register of styles may also offer some further 
clues to the stylistic shades of the GA and, vice versa, the results obtained n1ay 
add to the interpretation of particular passages.1 

If it is true that the GA is a sophisticated device of literary or formal diction 
rather than a colloquial construction, we should perhaps expect it to be much 
more common in Plato's late works than in his early works. At a first glance 
the table of statistics does not seem to answer to such expectations. Obviously 
the GA is not a characteristic of Plato's 'late style'. On the whole there is a 
slight increase in its frequency, but there are considerable fluctuations, and 
distinct tops are reached in the early Crito and the late Timaeus. 

However, a closer analysis of the instances in Cri. will reiD:ind us of the 
elusiveness of general statistics in the case of Plato who incessantly varies his 
style. Of the I 6 instances 6 occur in the final speech of the Lavvs which is 

clearly rhetorical 2 The rest consist of the following: 43C i} TO nAoiov acpiurat 
tu Lll]A.ov ov O£i dcptxopsvov rc{)·vavat Jlc; (grave, probably somewhat 
ceremonious, following a statement by Kriton in a similar style), 44C ... w~ av 
avro~ ovx rrf}eA.r;ua~ antevat sv{}evO£ ijpwv neofJ'VJlOVpevwv (Kriton, dignified, 

trying to persuade Socrates), 4 7d dea {3twrov iJJtiv tart Otccpf}aepsvov 
' - ( • 11 1 ) 8 ' I ' ~Q f ~ ,.., {} ' [: I \ ' I avrov; 1nte ectua argument , 4 c EltE cJJ'U'EVu£ nc:teaa at cc;tEvat ll'YJ acptEYTOJ1J 

1 For Plato's variation of style, cf. the general observations made in my Studies (above). 
2 Cf. my Studies (above), 118. - The instances are: 52a, c his, 53d, 54a bis. 
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'A1?nva£cov (probably solemn, note the lack of article), 48d sl' nr; sxst; 
avrtAiystv BflOV A.iyovro; (argumentative idiom, cf. below), 48e w; X(!~ iv{}ivbs 
au6vrwv 'A{}nva{wv lfle antivat (solemn, cf. above), 1 ibid. fl'~l axovro; 
(playful reference to the preceding instance)' 49d aexwfls{}a ivrsfJ{}sv {Jov
AcVOflcVOt w~ ov/)inors oe{}w; sxovro~ OVTS TOV ar5txslv OVTS TOV avra/)txslv 
(intellectual argument). With vnie sob (rhetorical). Once with {}av!laCw: 
soc sl oi5v avrwv {}avfl&.CotflcV Asy6vruJV (possibly colloquial). 

The last two instances require a note. It quite commonly happens in Greek 

that a genitive with a participle attached to it seems to depend syntactically 

on another word in the context. SPIEKER (p. 32 7) is inclined to prefer the 
absolute interpretation of such instances in classical Greek. True enough, to 

some extent they must have suggested a GA, though the strength of the 
syntactic dependence of the genitive probably varied from case to case and 

may sometimes have been more significant than the absolute notion. Parti

ciples of A.iyw are common in 'pure' GAs, and hence Cri.soc naturally suggests 

GA, though the {}avfl&.CotftSV inserted in it is certainly relevant. Chrm. I 73b 

ix b~ rovroJv ovrrJJ; ix6vrwv has very strong associations with the common 

GA formula rovrwv ovrw~ ix6vrwv. 2 But for instance Cra. 390d VOftof}i
rov . . . (se. leyov iariv notijaat) OVOfla, intaraT17V sxovro~ r5taAe'Xil'XOV avbea 
can hardly have suggested a GA in the first place, in spite of the fact that 
there is a predominantly absolute participle construction in a similar context 

just before: ibid. TEXTOVO~ . .. . leyov E(JitV notijaat nnbaAtOV intararovvro; 
%vf-Jsev~rov. It is often impossible for us to determine which notion, syntactic 
dependence or independence, was predominant. Those cases that seem to 
me somehow related to the absolute construction I shall class as 'GA with 

syntactic reference'. 

Now, as we have seen that pure GAin Cri. appears to occur only in passages 
of rhetorical, argumentative or solemn style, we may with some confidence 

examine the rest of the early and middle dialogues from the same point of 

view. In general the stylistic variations are quite manifest in these writings,3 

and so the colouring of the context may help in determining the shade of the 
GA. In the late works such variations are not so obvious. 

First the speeches. Mx. has a high frequency of GA, evidently owing to its 
rhetorical style. It should be noted that the only GA in the dialogic introduc-

1 exwv and axwv will here be treated as participles. 
2 Examples from rhetorical prose in SPIEKER 339· 
3 Cf. my Studies (above), passim. 
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tion has syntactic reference: 236a :1 Aanaa(a~ o£ xai xf}s~ 1J%Q0Wll1JV nseat

vova17~ sncracptov Aoyov (with a somewhat mock-solemn ~%(!0Wfl1JV for '~'Xovov). 
Ap. has a lo\ver frequency; here Plato has introduced a certain degree of 

Socratic na1vete, but the GAs still sound rhetorical, e.g. r8c anoAoyov,uivov 

ovosv6~, d fl1JOSVO~ anO'X(!lVO,UEVOV, 32 b %at lro~acvv OVTWV lvOcl'XVVVal ... 

TWV rJ1JiO(!W1J %at vpcvv 1-CSAEVOVTWV . . . 1-ihe more or less formal speeches 
inserted in the other writings often include what would seem to be 

rhetorical or argumentative GAs, e.g. La. I82a, I88b (Ew~-Cearov~ nag6vro;), 

Grg. 464b bis, c, 465c, d, e bis, 483a, 484b bis, 508c ( rovrwv OVTW~ 

sx6vrwv ), Men. 8 I c, Chrm. I 56e, I 5 7a, Prt. 3 I 3a, 325 b bis, 350d, e, 355a 
(rovrov OVTOJ sxovro~), cl bis, e, Phd. 87a bis, c, d, roSa, c, I I3d (rovrwv OE 
ovroJ~ nc:cpv~-Corwv), I8oc, d, I84e, I85a bis, Phdr. 23oe, 232b ter, 234a (v.l.), 

b, e, 237e, 238a, b, 239a, 240a, d, e, 24I b, R.I. 340e, IV. 42 I c. In Smp. 

the speech of Pausanias has the largest proportion of this kind of GA (8 
instances including 3 with syntactic reference). Similarly large proportions 

occur in Phdr. in the speech of 'Lysias' (g instances, 3 with syntactic 
reference) and the first speech of Socrates (I o instances, I with syntactic 

reference). Plato evidently felt the GA to be appropriate to rhetorical 
argumentation. 

In dialogue parts GA also quite often accompanies argumentation. On the 

whole argun1entative passages which include GAs tend to concentration and 

abstraction rather than to conversational slackness or play. There are occa

sional examples of this in the early writings, e.g. La. I g8a where Socrates 

resumes the elenchus after a very lively interlude: av oi, lVt~-Cta, Aiyc: fJlttJ' 
11 't ' - ' - \ ' - ' I c:' I " _S;\ \ naAlV Ec; Q(!X1J~· ... OV'XOVV %al av TOVTO anEI-C(!lVW UJ~ flO(!lOV, O'Vi(U'V U1} %at 

aAAwv flE(!WV, a ~vttnavra aec:rij %E'XA1JTat; Cf. La. rg2e, Grg. 498ab, Nfen. 

78b, Ssd, Ly. 2 I 7d, e bis, 2 I 8d, Chrm. I 66a, I 74d. In Phd. there are several 

examples, e.g. 8ob TOVTWV OVTW~ sx6vrwv, 94b, I 0 I b, I 02d, I 03d bis. The 
very abstract argument in the latter part of Prm. includes many instances such 

b \ ~I _S; \ ' \ ~ \ I I \ ~~ I ' as I49 Xal OVTW U1} aEl EVO~ neoaytyVOflEVOV fUa %at a1.pt~ neoaytyVETat, C OV% 

aea lvsartv aer{}pd~ sv rol~ aAAOl~, lvo~ fl'tl EVO~'TO~ EV avrol~. Tht. and R. 
III-X also offer quite a number of examples, e.g. Tht. I 52 b, I 54b, I ssb, 

R. Ill. 4oge, 4Ioe, V. 45od, VI. 508e, 5ogb, sroc, 51 Id, X. 6Iob, 6I I a.- In 
Cra. the etymologies are often presented with a GA introduced by c&~, e.g. 403a 

412a, b, 413e. Here, too, the tone is argumentative and not markedly 
colloquial. 

1~he type EflOV ( aov) Asyovro~ ( sln6vro~, seoJtsvov) seems to have an 
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idiomatic use in lively argumentation, as Grg. 451c ' .,, ' uat et it~ irJV 

QGi(!OVop.lav QVE(!OliO, s,uov Aiyovio~ Oil ... ; ol Oe Aoyot ol Tfj~ CtGi(!OVOfJia~ 
' ' ' '' ' '' r' E th,nh '' ' ' ' . . . Jtc(!l il BlGlV ... , etJtOlf-l av Oil ..• , U r r. 7C U1W~ OV Jt(!OX8l(!OV 

' ' ' .., "P ' - .., ' I ' ' f T 8d ' ~ \ aot eGitV, aAII. EftOV AeYO'ViO~ axonet El ... ' aea . 0 • ' c . .J.On 53 GXB1pat ur; 

aov S(!OftEVOV, cl B(!OlO f-lB . .. , and further e.g. Hp.Mi. 36ge, Grg. 4s8e, 46oe, 
46gc, 481e his, Men. 72b, 74c, Prt. 343d, 353a, Tht. 201d, Phdr. 243d, R. II. 
37oa, VI. 501e, VII. 523c. The idiom occurs both in colloquial passages 
and in contexts of abstract style. At any rate it is part of Plato's technique 
of argumentation. 

In abstract argumentation there occurs further a specific type of GA with 
syntactic reference: Grg. sogc ovo'iv oi5v OViOtV, TOV aOtUelV TB xat aOtue'ia{}at, 

ftE'iCoY flEV cpaftEV xaxov To aOtxs'iv, cf. 477h, 478d, 490a, Men. 8sa, ggb, Ly. 
22oc, Prt. 359a, Euthd. 28 I e, Phd. 7 I a, Prm. I 2ga, I 43d, e his, Tht. I 87c, R. 

IV. 434b, etc. 
Occasionally Platonic GAs clearly suggest other kinds of formal style: 

Grg. 52 1e xarrJyoeovvro~ 01p0notov (play with forensic term), Men. goa 
I :>A f) ' ('/ ' ' .., I ' ' ' - ' I '~ I naT(!O~ . . . V 'EfUOJVO~, 0~ eycVETO JtAOVGlO~ OVU ano TOV aVTOflaTOV OVuc 

o6vro~ TlVO~ (mock-ceremonious, play with legal term), Euthphr. 4d avoeocp6vov 

ye OVTO~ TOV anofJav6vro~ (Euthyphron, forensic), e TOVTWV OVTW neax{}ivrwv 

(Socrates, mock-forensic), Prt. 319C UEA8VOVTWV TWV nevravswv (formal and 
ceremonious), Phd. I I6c avayxaC6vrwv TWV aexovrwv (formal and ceremo
nious), Smp. I75a SflOV uaAovvro~ (in formal reply by a slave), 223a l:wx

earov~ nae6vro~ TW'V xaAwv ftBTaAa{3Elv aovvarov aAAcp (probably a touch of 
solemn declaration), 1 R. V. 46Ib s&v il~ ..• fl~ avvie;avio~ aexovro~ anrr;

rat . . . (legal). 
The GA is sometimes employed in strict and formal narrative in Plato's 

early and middle works. As was mentioned above, Laches' brief account of a 
battle episode includes three instances of narrative GA, La. I83d, e, I84a. 
Note further Smp. 174c (mock-didactic narrative), 2Igc, 220b his, e, 22Ia 
(all in the speech of Alkibiades), 2 Phdr. 228c (sophisticated narrative), R. Ill. 
393e (report of the contents of Il.I in a formal style). Sometimes myths and 
similar pieces of visionary narrative have GAs: Smp. 2ogb (speech ofDiotima), 

Phdr. 247e, 25Ib his, 254h, d, 255a ter (all in the second speech of Socrates), 

1 Cf. 2 14d his, where the first instance, in spite of its colloquial context, has a solemn tone: 
note r} 1Jsov r} avfJewnov. In 2 I 7C OVOcVO~ naeovro~ is emphatic and pregnant' so also 
P b I ~ I Phd 8 ' ~ \ ' A I ' " -rt. 309 nagovro~ c;.(ctVov) -r. 22 e naeovro~ us uat . vatov) 244a nagovro~ seaarov. 

2 The first instance occurs in a pathetic passage addressing the 'judges', the rest occur in 
the narrative of Socrates' achievements in war. 
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25gb bis (myth), 274d his (myth), R. II. 359d, e his (myth), Ill. 39ob (myth), 
VI. 498b (visionary), X. 6I4b, d, 6I6a, 6Igb (concluding myth). But the 
extensive pastiche in Prt. and the eschatological myths in Grg. and Phd. have 
no narrative GA. It is also significant that the easy-going everyday style of the 
opening narrative in Prt. does not admit GAs. On the other hand, when the 
reporting narrative in the middle dialogues tends to concentration and 
strictness, as it often does after the opening scenes, GAs may occur in it. Mostly 
such GAs are of the type sln6vros avrov, avrov lewrijaavros, cf. Ly. 2 I re, 

223b, Chrm. 155c, e, Prt. 334c, 337a, c, 339e, 348b, c, Euthd. 272e, 275h, 
d, 276h, 283d, Phd. 6ge, 84c, I rsb, I r8a, Smp. I74d, I76a bis, I8sc, rg8a, 
2 r 2c, 2 14a, 222c, 223h, c, d, Prm. r 27a, d, r 30a his, I 36e, R. I. 338a. Perhaps it 
can be inferred that narrative GA is a literary device. 

When looking for examples of GAin obviously colloquial contexts, we may 
first note a very common type with syntactic reference: genitive and participle 

\Vith auovw and similar verbs, e.g. Ion 536d cl ftOV auovaats Aiyovros 'JlS(!l 
~O!lfJeov, La. I 93e, Grg. 45 I e, Euthd. 285e his. There is no reason for doubting 
that this usage was well-etablished in colloquial Attic. 

It is, furthermore, reasonable to infer that GAs with syntactic reference to 
other words, and introduced by Ws or firs,, were freely used in ordinary 
conversation. Such instances as the following sound rather colloquial: Grg. 

48ga ... naea aov, firs luavov avoed~ otayvwvat wpoAoynx6ro~, Euthd. 273e 
. . . nsei vpwv ... Ws rd noAv rovro Ostvolv ovrotv, 295d lnstra pov ijrrov 
lntpEAclrat OJs apaDoi5s OViOs. Cf. e.g. Grg. 499C, soob, Prt. 349e, Phd. 66a, 
I Ise, Smp. Igob (speech of Aristophanes), Tht. rgra, Phdr. 242e, R. IV. 433 e. 

Without syntactic reference, the type Euthd. 295h, Prm. I37C w~ anouet
vovpivov E(!Wia ("ask me, I'll answer") is occasionally found in lively dia
logue.1 At the end of Chrm. there occur two successive instances, both with 

the imperative implied: I 76b ... i)v sn~Ostv naeixn~ .Ewuearst uai fl/fJ 
' 1 I ~ ' 1 AQ I ' ' ' 1 I (3 I a'JlOASl'llrJ ... - (JJs aUOAOVV'J]CJOVrOs . . . Uat fl1J a'JlOAcl1jJOftcVOV, C - taC1rJ 
aea ... ; - Ws (3taGOflSVOV . . . neo~ ravra av aiJ (3ovAsvov. Cf. Cra. 428a 
Daeewv Aiys ... Ws Epov EVOc~OflEVOV, Grg. 495C, Chrm, I6sb, Euthd. 28sd, 
Phd. 77e, g6a, rooc, R. I. 327c, V. 458b, 47re. This usage is clearly 
idiomatic, and its colloquial flavour is beyond doubt. 

But apart from these usages GAs are extremely rare in colloquial contexts. 
This fact, together with the indications considered above, entitles us to try to 

1 Cf. KunNER-GERTH 11 93 ff., SPIEKER 334 f. 
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interprete the remaining instances of GAin a colloquial or otherwise informal 

context as carrying a shade of literary or formal style. 

In most cases such an interpretation seems to make good sense. For instance, 

in the opening of Hp.Mi., av oi oij rt atyfj.s, w X:wxearss, ~ Inntov roaavra 
snt~ct~afiSVOV, the GA must be somewhat pompous. In Ion 54Ie naAat SfiOV 
Atnaeovvros, mock-pomposity adds to the pathos of the passage. In La. I 8oe 
the GA suits the dignified style of old Lysimachos, and a somewhat similar 

style is adopted by Socrates in the first part of the dialogue: this is reflected 
by the GAin I85a. In Grg. 46Ia the GA adds to the weight of the conclusion 

of the Gorgias episode. In Men. 76b xav xaraxsxaAvpflSVOs its yvobJ, w 
Mevwv, ~taAsyo~tlvov aov, ort xaAo~ sl, the GA resumes the playful solemnity 

of xaraxsxaAVflflSVOs. In Men. 8gb OVs iJftcls av naea.Aa(36vrss lxs{vwv 
dnocpr;vavrwv scpvAaiTOftcV sv axeon6) .. st, Socrates plays with political jargon. 

In Euthphr. 3b, Ws o0v xatvoro~toi3vr6s aov nsei ra f}sla is more formal 
than Socrates' preceding words, Ws ~-Catvovs notovvra {}c;ovs. Chrm. I 63d 
"Q T/ , \ ~ {} ' ~ I ~ ' ~ , {} ' 'i , ('/ I\..(JlTta, ... Xat cV Vs aQXOflcVOV aov axcuOV Sfla1J aVOV TOV AOyov, Oil ... 
is probably mock-solemn: Socrates refers to the impression that Kritias' 

speech has made on him. In the myth of Protagoras, 320d VclftaVTOs oe flOV, 
lcprJ, sn{axs'lfat, the GA adds to the 'archaic' concentration of the utterance. 

In Prt. 339c ola{}a oJv ... ort neoiovros rov lf.aflaTos Aeyst nov, Protagoras 
is speking ex cathedra (cf. below, Phdr. 238d). In Euthd. 30Ia aAAa r{va 
re6nov, licpr;, BTS(!OV BiB(!q> naeaycVOftBVOV TO ETS(!OV ETS(!OV av s'ir;; the abstract 
question of Dionysodoros makes a comical contrast to the colloquial context. 

In Phd. I I 7a ... ol~tat ... yeAOJTa ocpAijastv nae~ l~tavrcp, yAtXOftcVOs TOV Cfjv 
xat cpctOOflcVOs ovoivo~ lirt SVOVTOs, the GA gives a special solernn emphasis to 

Socrates' last point. In Smp. I 73a fln axwnT5

' licpr;, aAA' slne ftOl n6rs syivsro 
ij avvova{a aVT1J. xayw slnov ore na{~OJV OVTOJV ~flCVV lirt, OTc Tfj newrn 
reaycpo{q. ev{xr;asv ~ Aya{}wv, Tfj varseatq. i) fl ra sntv{xta li{}vsv avr6s Tc xai 
o[ xoesvra{, the formal matter-of-factness of the reply stands out from the 
playful context; the reply is important: Plato wants to emphasize the 

distance which he is keeping to the events recorded. Smp. I 94b offers a sequence 

of participles in mock-panegyric. In Tht. I 5 Id Theaitetos adopts a solemn tone 

in answer to a speech of Socrates. In Phdr. 238d wars sav noAAaXts VVflcpO
ArptTOs neoiovros rov .A6yov yivwflat, fl~ {}av~taans, Socrates is likely to play 
with literary allusions. 1 

1 The type nQoiovro~ rov Aoyov or xe6vov occurs several times in rhetorical prose, see 
SPIEKER 340· 
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In addition to the idiomatic types already mentioned, I have found in 

Plato only one instance of a GA which obviously does not carry a shade of 

form.al or literary style: R. I. 350d are ?-Cat {}ieovs ovros. The context is a 
piece of lively background narrative, and literary allusions are out of the 

question. Apparently this is a colloquial idiom corresponding to the formula 

XelftWVO~ ovro~ which is found five times in Aristophanes (SPIEKER p. 340). 

Though, as we have seen, the GA is not a characteristic of Plato's 'late style', 

it can be said to contribute to the solemn, rhetorical and intellectual traits of 

this specific diction. Already in Phd. and R. II-X the majority of instances 
occur in argumentative passages of heavy style. In the late works this is the 

rule. The high frequency of GAin Ti., as compared with e.g. Phlb., probably 
indicates that Plato felt the GA to be more appropriate to a continuous ex

position than to dialogue. 

The use of GA in the spurious works offers very little that is worth notice. 
Some of the dialogues, especially Ale. 2, perhaps conform to rhetorical standards 
so1newhat more than Plato's early dialogues. Most of the letters are clearly 

rhetorical, and this seems to account for the high frequency of GAin them. 

To sum up: In classical Greek the genitive absolute appears to be a device 

of formal or literary style. It is commonly employed in formal or strict 
narrative and in rhetorical or otherwise formal argumentation, and in various 

legal and ceremonious contexts. Most of the instances in Plato have to be 
interpreted according to these rules. Colloquial Attic admitted a free use of 

constructions resembling a 'GAin syntactic dependence of a?-Covw and similar 

verbs and, with cos or /Jre, in syntactic dependence of other words. The type 

W~ UJlOXf]lVOVftEVOV B(!Wra and occasional idioms such as (are) {}i(!OV~ ovro~, 

perhaps ipov Aiyovros, are also colloquial. But on the whole the GA was 
not an organic part of everyday speech. 




